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• Consult on Lean and
Process Automation

• Work with transit agencies
around the Northwest

• Case Studies with
Sound Transit

• We love transit!

Why I’m Here



• Lean is a philosophy and approach for 
improving processes

• Point is to reduce waste
• Eliminate Unnecessary Steps 

– “Re” Steps, QA checks, defects

• Where do we start?
1) Stabilize the environment
2) Standardize the process
3) Improve the outcomes
Automation – a great solution to help all three!

What does it mean to be Lean?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Anyone can use it – regardless of industry3. Obviously lots of answers – here are some“Re” steps – Re-enter, Re-read, ReviewAutomation supports stability because roles are defined, clear, and the system doesn’t have vacancy daysAutomation supports standardization as you define business rules and requirements – it takes the “that depends” answer and gives it a dependable algorithm to follow that can remove HOURS of delay out of processesAutomation improves the outcomes because you have data to help you see performance, increase efficiency, and lowers costs



What is it?
• Integrated Workflow Automation, eForms, Data Collection & 

Analysis, Document/Records Management, Reporting and more!

Why bother?
• Reduce Labor Costs (efficiency, productivity)
• Ensure Accuracy (simplify compliance, reduce defects)
• Improve Security (secure data, lower expense)
• Increase Transparency (process metrics & data useful, accessible)
• Provide Scalability (easy to grow, or spread to other areas)

Lean Process Automation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Two concepts mushed togetherAccuracy in the context of Safety/SecurityIntegrated data, reporting eliminates rekeying, keeps things consistent across systems, allows you to create organization-wide reports, can integrate with process data



• ~$18 Billion
• 152 new LRVs
• 60 Design Requirements

– Design Conformance
– Design Qualification
– Testing Conformance

• Scale to accommodate ST3 
($54 Billion)

Case Study: Sound Transit ST2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We see several components in the image: Workflow, data, reporting



1. Identify Measurable Goals
2. Identify Process(es)

– Manual, Fragile, Inefficient, Annoying
– Consistent

3. Go Agile
– Invest in configurable platforms, not custom tools
– Iterative Design (“Try Storm”)

4. Start small, but get started!

Quick Start Guide

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Custom tools or interfaces should be avoided whenever possibleAt the outset of a new transit initiative is a GREAT time to start (Looking at those embarking on large expansions)Start small, get early wins, build on momentum – you’ll find that when people see this working, they will want it (shouldn’t need to be imposed)
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